
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
 OFFICE OF THE FACULTY SENATE  
 
Presiding Officer W. Brian O’Connor called the 722nd Regular Meeting of the Faculty Senate to order on Tuesday, December 
11, 2012 at 3:30 p.m. in Herter Hall, Room 227. 
 
A. “UPDATE BY THE JOINT TASK FORCE ON STRATEGIC OVERSIGHT” 
 NANCY COHEN, BRYAN HARVEY AND AMILCAR SHABAZZ, CO-CHAIRS 
 (FOR BACKGROUND, SEE http://www.umass.edu/provost/node/137) 
 (See attached) 
 
B. ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 
 1. Principal Administrative Officers 
 
Provost James Staros welcomed Christopher Hollot as Interim Dean of the College of Engineering. He then acknowledged the 
motion at the end of the agenda regarding a Learning Management System, presenting some historical contexts, as there are a 
couple of assumptions embedded in the motion. A little more than two years ago, in anticipation of the end of the University’s 
Blackboard Vista license, which ends at the end of December 2012, John Dubach and Provost Staros created a committee to 
evaluate future options for the University. The committee was fairly broad, including faculty who are heavy users of LMS 
across campus. At the time, the administration believed the committee was representative, but, in retrospect, it appears many 
people did not feel that they were represented on the committee. In any case, the committee recommended that the University 
move to Moodle, an open-source system that has been implemented and is up and running for spring courses. Some time later, 
UMassOnline, recognizing that its Blackboard Vista license would end in June 2013, began the same process. UMass 
Amherst’s administration kept in touch with them hoping that the two entities could coordinate systems. Provost Staros 
personally communicated with the CEO of UMassOnline as UMass Amherst moved toward the Moodle decision. The CEO 
acknowledged the communication and Provost Staros believed that UMassOnline was moving in the same direction as UMass 
Amherst. In the end, they picked another Blackboard product, Learn Seven. UMassOnline went on the pathway for a new 
commercial license. UMassOnline serves UMass Amherst’s division of Continuing and Professional Education, so CPE began 
a migration to Blackboard Learn Seven and the campus started the migration to Moodle. Hearing much feedback, 
particularly from the Deans, who felt that their positions had not been put forward in the committee, the Chancellor charged 
Provost Staros to chair a small administrative task force to look at LMS. That task force created a new LMS advisory 
committee (referenced in the motion) in which each College or School was represented. Provost Staros met with each 
representative and charged each one to survey the faculty in each School or College to present a balanced perspective. The 
motion seems to predispose that the end result of this process is one—and only one—LMS. That is not a foregone conclusion. 
That is one of the things the task force is looking at. That being said, Provost Staros stated that he believes the motion to be a 
continuance of the idea to open up and get a full discussion started among the faculty. He applauds the framers of the motion 
for putting it in a rather tight timeframe in order to keep the process moving. The administration is favorably disposed to the 
motion.  
 
Michael Malone, Vice Chancellor for Research and Engagement, noted that, independent of the University’s strategic planning, 
the Office of Research and Engagement is planning for a life sciences industry engagement strategy in order to secure an 
investment that was earmarked for the University in the Massachusetts Life Sciences Act in 2008. Some faculty in the life 
sciences will be contacted to participate in that. A third Assistant Director has been appointed in the Grants and Contracts 
Office, and two people have been hired to improve grant processing. A continuous improvement process is also being put into 
place so that each award, proposal, or other transaction will be given an opportunity for quick feedback.  
 
Carol Barr, Vice Provost for Undergraduate and Continuing Education, congratulated the faculty for getting through another 
semester. She reminded the Senate that grades are due at midnight, December 25. The Registrar’s Office will be feverishly 
working on the grades on the 26th and 27th. The 28th is a holiday, so the Registrar’s Office will only have two days to process 
grades and the assistance of the faculty to submit grades on time will be crucial.  
 
 2. The Secretary of the Faculty Senate 
 
Ernest May, Secretary of the Faculty Senate, welcomed the Senate to the last meeting of the semester. He is sure that the 
Trustees will be impressed with the great progress that the flagship campus is making on so many fronts. The Rules 
Committee has met with a group of faculty concerned about IT issues, as well as CIO John Dubach. There is discussion about 
the formation of a new council on academic technology. The Rules Committee has also met with a group of senators concerned 
about FBS football, as well as Chancellor Subbaswamy. The Rules Committee generally feels that a few quantitative and a 
number of qualitative issues related to FBS football need to be addressed. Among them are the overall support of institutional 
support for athletics compared to peers, the costs and benefits of continuing FBS football, the costs and benefits of 
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withdrawing from the FBS and MAC, the options for the future of football on campus not at the FBS-level (including FCS, 
Division III, and dropping football altogether), how the various options for football and the athletic department overall will 
impact the campus’ ability to attract a highly-qualified student body and provide a high-quality education at a reasonable cost 
with particular attention to concerns about high levels of student debt, and which option or options are in the best long-term 
interests of the campus. The updated strategic plan for the Athletic Department is available on their website. Finally, a little 
bit of procedure. Since there seems to be the possibility of procedural issues introduced later in the meeting, the FBS Report 
will be introduced by co-chairs Nelson Lacey and Max Page. They will entertain questions and discussion. There is no time 
limit set on the agenda, but Robert’s Rules of Order states that no speaker should speak more than twice with a ten minute 
limit each. The Constitution and Bylaws are not suspended should there be a motion to suspend the rules. Suspending the 
rules suspends the orders of the day—that is, the published agenda—in order to create the possibility for a motion to be 
introduced that is not on the published agenda. A vote to suspend the rules requires a two-thirds majority. If the motion to 
suspend the rules passes by a two-thirds vote, then the motion not on the agenda can be introduced, seconded, discussed, 
amended and voted with a simple majority. Should there a be a quorum call in respect to the motion not on the agenda, the 
number of voting senators required for a quorum is 37. There are 73 voting members of the Senate at this time. Robert’s Rules 
states that any vote taken with less than a quorum would be invalid. 
 
  4. The Faculty Delegates to the Board of Trustees 
 
W. Richards Adrion, Faculty Delegate to the Board of Trustees, noted that, as had been mentioned several times, the Trustees 
were meeting at the time of the Senate meeting as a Committee of the Whole. They would meet again the following morning in 
what is generally a consent agenda surrounded by a few speeches. The meetings at the University are not the most interesting 
of the season. 
 
 5. The Representative of the Massachusetts Society of Professors 
 
Randall Phillis, President of the Massachusetts Society of Professors, began by noting that the MSP was concerned about the 
Learning Management System issues on campus and is very pleased that Provost Staros mentioned the possibility of using 
Moodle and Blackboard side-by-side. One seems better for on-campus classroom support and the other seems better applied 
to distance learning. Having those options is important, and the MSP applauds the interest in pursuing that. Commenting on 
strategic planning, Professor Phillis was struck by the fact that, at the beginning of the strategic planning conversation, it was 
stated that the notion of having a residential campus was unsustainable. He asked correction from Associate Provost Harvey if 
that was taken incorrectly. Over the past four or five years, the University has been working hard to provide a curriculum to 
sustain a lot of students coming to campus and receiving the best possible education as residents. If that is not the sustainable 
goal, it is disconcerting.  
 
Associate Provost Harvey stated that the comment in question, which is elaborated with more detail in the planning guide, 
notes that the model in which students come to a university campus and learn—rather than learning with more emphasis on 
distance learning technologies—is very difficult to sustain. It involves a lot of time and effort. So, looking forward with the best 
information at our disposal regarding state appropriations, student fee raises, etc., the question is about determining what 
would be a sustainable strategy to make residential learning continually possible. 
 

7. The President of the Student Government Association 
 

Akshay Kapoor, President of the Student Government Association, began by offering an apology for his attendance at Faculty 
Senate meetings over the semester. He had a conflicting class, but attempted to be present for at least part of every meeting 
that he could. Hopefully every council and committee has student participation. If not, the SGA will try to arrange students to 
serve. It has been a very productive year for the SGA, and President Kapoor will update the Senate more fully next semester. 
He did address two issues that will be noticeable in the first couple weeks of the new semester. With the help of the Provost, the 
New York Times will be available on campus in the dining commons and Student Union again. The purpose of this initiative is 
to present students with a more global perspective. Another programming that is coming back is the Service Shuttle program. 
A PVTA bus with a police officer on board will be going to major off-campus areas to discourage people from walking back on 
dangerous streets or drinking and driving. President Kapoor hopes that the faculty will take mercy on his fellow students 
during the last few weeks of the semester. 
 
C. QUESTION PERIOD (10-Minute Limit) 
 
Senator Steven Brewer asked the Senate how many people had read both of the reports that came out of the committee that 
Provost Staros established for the Learning Management System. He also wondered how many people were aware of this 
committee prior to its issuing the reports. 
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Senator Richard Bogartz stated that, since the issues of sustainability and resource strategies had come up, it is important to 
realize the context that the University is in. It’s called war. Right now, there is a substantial number of people in this country 
who are interested in shrinking government. Reducing taxes is their means. We hear, unfortunately even from the political 
left, that the point of this is to protect the rich and protect the income of the rich. Senator Bogartz does not think that that is 
what it is about at all. He thinks the point of it is to destroy the public processes: education, police, roads, hospitals, insurance. 
Everything that is done for the public by government is to be destroyed so the profitizers can come in, pick up the pieces, and 
turn it into profit-making machinery. That is the destiny of universities if they continue along the trajectory that this state is 
moving in by continually shrinking appropriations to education. Senator Bogartz does not know exactly how to rouse the 
University to enter the war. Right now, we are just sitting on the battlefield getting shelled. Something needs to—in the very 
least—be thought about with respect to this question as to why it is that government is being shrunk. 
 
D. INTERIM REPORT 

 
Interim Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on FBS Football, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 13-017. 

  
Nelson Lacey, Co-Chair of the Ad Hoc Committee on FBS Football, introduced the Ad Hoc Committee’s Interim Report. Given 
that Secretary May introduced procedural issues earlier, it is clear that this report is of great interest to some in the Senate. 
There are three forces that brought Professor Lacey to present this report. Along with Rebecca Spencer, he is co-chairing the 
Athletic Council; along with George Richason, he is co-chairing the Finance Subcommittee of the Athletic Council; and, along 
with Max Page, he is co-chairing the Ad Hoc Committee on FBS Football. About a year ago, there was a discussion and motion 
to form the Ad Hoc Committee. At the time, Professor Lacey passionately argued that the Senate did not need such a 
committee. He garnered a few votes, but the Senate was overwhelmingly in favor of creating the Ad Hoc Committee. After 
that meeting, Secretary May asked Professor Lacey to co-chair the Committee, so his takeaway from that instance is to be 
careful what you don’t wish for. The Ad Hoc Committee has met four times since then, twice with representatives of the 
Athletic Department, and Professor Lacey is very happy about the work that the Committee has done this year. He is glad that 
the Ad Hoc Committee was formed.  
 
Senator Max Page, Co-Chair of the Ad Hoc Committee on FBS Football, offered a few summary points before opening up to 
questions. The report is not a work of literature. There is no soaring rhetoric or eloquent turns of phrase. That is intentional. 
The Committee has tried to present the numbers as they were found. The Committee hopes that the report is a solid ground 
for real, robust debate—a debate that did not happen when the decision to move football to the FBS level was made. Senator 
Page reasserted what is stated in the report: that Chancellor Subbaswamy and his staff have been completely transparent with 
the data they have and have been quick and thorough in their responses to various queries. The numbers are different than 
athletic budget numbers because the Committee was looking at the full costs related to the move to FBS and the operation of 
that program. Many universities don’t include costs of marketing, building new facilities, female scholarships triggered by 
additional male scholarships, et cetera, when tallying athletic budgets. The Committee decided it needed to look at the full 
range of those costs. The costs and/or benefits of winning or losing have not been included in the report, nor has the potential 
for additional alumni giving or the costs of staff outside the Athletic Department devoted to this effort. The Chancellor himself 
has said that he has had to spend a lot of his time on this issue. The Committee may look at that in the future. There has been 
some confusion surrounding the $700,000 deficit that the Athletic Department has claimed for football this year. That is a 
large number, but it is not, of course, as large as the $8,200,000 figure that the Committee has determined. Although the idea 
of a deficit is important for debate, what is more important is the total budget. People should be asking how much of the 
University’s resources are being spent on this particular endeavor and questioning if that is the right amount. Reasonable 
people can be on different sides of that debate. The report and the motion that will be put forth by a number of senators is not 
an attack on the Chancellor or the President. Over and over, many of the individuals who question the move to FBS football 
have noted how pleased they are with the arrival of Chancellor Subbaswamy and President Caret. This report and motion are 
about having a robust debate about a very important effort and a costly endeavor. Senator Page’s views are well known on 
this issue. The most important action at this time is to hear questions about the report and comments about the issue.  
 
Senator Bruce Baird referenced an article from the October 2011 Atlantic by Tayler Branch titled “The Shame of College 
Sports.” That article outlined various court cases moving through various systems to hold colleges and universities responsible 
for injuries that are sustained in intercollegiate athletics. He wondered what sort of actuarial assumptions are being made 
about the cost of sustaining injuries. As is well known, concussions and subconcussive impact has been a major story 
surrounding football recently. Secondly, Senator Baird brought up a recent New York Times article by Ken Belson titled 
“Concussion Costs May Rise, and Not Just for the NFL.” That article discusses lawsuits in the NFL regarding insuring the 
health of NFL players. The conclusion of that article is that the NFL will be able to deal with this because they create $8 billion 
in revenues every year. However, those revenues don’t exist at lower levels. Senator Baird wonders what kind of actuarial 
assumptions are being made about the legal costs of dealing with lawsuits about athletic injuries.  
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Dan Clawson, Professor of Sociology, stated that former Chancellor Lombardi used to say that if you want to know the values 
of an institution, you should not look at the speeches that its leaders make, but at the budgets that they produce. With that in 
mind, let’s look at the costs that UMass is allocating to football and its great importance. Professor Clawson is opposed to 
having football on campus. In opposing that, he is no way attacking Chancellor Subbaswamy or the integrity of the University. 
The decision to move to FBS football was made by former Chancellor Holub in his waning days. The rest of us will be living 
with this decision much longer than him. When John Lombardi was Chancellor, he noted his enthusiasm for football and his 
desire to have a terrific football program. He supported upgrading the football program under the condition that it be 
completely self-sustaining. Now, football is being given $8 million. What are some other things that the University could do 
with $8 million a year, every year going forward? Obviously, there are endless options, but Professor Clawson suggested two. 
Using half of that $8 million, the University could have a lottery for graduating seniors in which the student loan debt of 325 
students would be eliminated. With the other $4 million, a lottery could be held for departments, in which four departments 
would be granted $1 million to be spent unrestrictedly in the department. Those departments could fund faculty travel, bring 
in outside speakers, have awards for students, et cetera. This would not be a one-time event, as the money allocated for 
football now is spent every year. The University is making a decision. Which would be more likely to produce a better 
University? A University that would attract more attention and more enthusiasm on campus, among students, among faculty 
and departments? Which would strengthen the University more? There may be people who believe that football is the best 
way to go, but that is hard for Professor Clawson to imagine. 
 
Senator Richard Bogartz agrees with everything in the report and everything that has been said so far. He is struck that even 
Professor Baird—a faculty member in Asian Languages and Literatures—would reference actuarial issues regarding lawsuits 
over injuries. Senator Bogartz has been opposed to football for quite some time. The budget numbers capture one’s attention. 
They stand out. The Chancellor can be transparent and provide all the numbers; we can take the numbers and add them to 
get new numbers that are bigger. That is wonderful information that is easy to see. It is not so easy to see the brains that get 
bounced around inside the skulls of young men on the football field. We don’t see the addition of the damage that happens 
every time a brain gets bounced around—whether it gets called a concussion or not. Little by little and, lately, lots by lots, 
information is coming out from numerous sources about how much damage is being done to people—some of them our 
students—by playing this sport. We can do without it. Famous universities do without it. We don’t need it and we can do 
better. 
 
Senator Audrey Altstadt began by noting her appreciation of the report and the collegial way in which it was approached and 
discussed. She was pleased to see it coupled with the report on strategic planning and the emphasis of UMass as a major public 
research university. There is a clear dichotomy between the two images of UMass Amherst. Senator Altstadt likes football. She 
believes sports have an important place in university life. She was an undergraduate at the University of Illinois, a Big Ten 
school and a fine academic university. There is no causal relationship between the athletic and academic quality of Big Ten 
schools such as Illinois, Wisconsin, Ohio State, or the other schools. As a student, Senator Altstadt realized that Illinois had a 
very gradual buildup both of athletics and academics. She does not believe that anyone at the meeting believes there to be a 
causal relationship between great football and a great university, but she is fearful that some association existed in the minds 
of people who, in the past and through an opaque process, decided to move UMass into FBS football. Many great universities 
have no football or very low-level football. The context of the football option must be stressed. Senator Altstadt has been at 
UMass for over 20 years. For more than the past ten years, the University has seen shrinking allocations of state support. This 
year, the University will be facing mid-year 9C cuts. Given all this, even if the University wanted to move football up, it is not 
the context to do so. Much has been said about what the University can do with $8 million. A lottery aside, there are some very 
concrete choices. Senator Altstadt offered some examples from the past year. Last year, Senator Altstadt was director of 
graduate admissions for the History Department. The Department would have admitted more graduate students, but it is not 
allocated enough money to provide support for graduate students, which means that, even though the Department is 
encouraged to expand its graduate program, it must remain smaller than desired. Graduate fellowships are especially 
important if the University hopes to diversify its graduate pool. Without diversifying the graduate pool, we cannot diversify 
the next generation of potential hires for the faculty. At a smaller scale, Senator Altstadt offered to teach a Gen Ed course with 
120 students in the spring semester. She was told that there was no money to provide TA support for that class. A TA costs less 
than $20,000 a year in the History Department. Recently, she reached for her office phone to call a colleague and it was gone. 
The Department decided to remove all the phones from its offices as a cost-cutting measure. Finally, a number of students in 
Senator Altstadt’s classes in Herter Hall have noted how disgusting the bathrooms in that building are. The University does 
not seem to have enough money for custodial support, but it has $8 million for football. There is not $20,000 to hire a TA, but 
there is $8 million for football. The graduate program in History doesn’t have enough money to expand, but there is $8 million 
for football. The current Chancellor has filled Senator Altstadt and many others with optimism. He inherited a difficult 
situation and is doing an outstanding job addressing the various concerns. There is no criticism of him, of sports in general or 
football in particular, but a question of priorities. As an academic institution that strives to be better than it was yesterday, 
and as a public research university, UMass’ top priority needs to be its academic programs. Even if UMass could have a 
winning football team, it is preferable to be known for academic accomplishments.  
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Senator Frank Hugus moved to suspend the rules in order to introduce a motion calling on the University administration to 
immediately consider reversing the decision to move to FBS football and direct the Rules Committee and the Ad Hoc 
Committee on FBS Football to work with the Chancellor and President to develop a plan for withdrawal from FBS football to 
be presented to the full Faculty Senate at its first spring semester meeting, on January 31, 2013. 
 
The motion was seconded but failed to garner the necessary two-thirds majority by a vote of 25 in favor to 18 opposed.  
 
Senator MJ Peterson, At-Large Member of the Rules Committee, commented not on the vote to suspend the rules, but on the 
football situation in general. There is much more ongoing discussion going on and we have to think of what to do next. The 
University was put into a situation and coming out of it involves dealing with a lot of contracts and agreements and 
expectations among other parties. There are also a number of different courses of action, although in the Senate there is much 
support for one particular course of action: to eliminate football altogether. How that then affects the rest of the Athletic 
Department, Senator Peterson does not know. She hopes that the Ad Hoc Committee on FBS Football will figure out what it 
would cost the University to get out of the FBS at a particular time and figure out what the alternatives would cost while 
taking into account the effects on the Athletic Department and the University as a whole. We have started a very good, data-
informed decision process and it should be continued. 
 
Senator Joseph Bartolomeo, Chair of the Rules Committee, noted that the Rules Committee did not put the motion regarding 
FBS football on the regular agenda. Senator Peterson described the rationale of the Rules Committee’s decision very well. The 
Rules Committee felt that a committee has been established and there is considerably more work to be done gathering the 
necessary information to make an informed decision. Senator Bartolomeo has grave reservations about the current football 
program. He also feels that the University got into it abruptly, without due diligence and consideration. If we are going to get 
out of it—or stay in it—the decision should be made with due consideration of all the alternatives. Secretary May mentioned 
earlier, but Senator Bartolomeo wished to reiterate more formally, what the Rules Committee has done. The Rules Committee 
has charged the Athletic Council, the Academic Priorities Council, the Ad Hoc Committee on FBS Football, the Program and 
Budget Council, the Joint Task Force on Strategic Oversight’s Committee on Resources, the Student Government Association 
and the Alumni Association to study the Interim Report of the Ad Hoc Committee with attention to the following issues: 
overall cost of institutional support for athletics compared to peers, cost and benefits of continuing FBS football, costs and 
benefits of withdrawing from FBS football and the Mid-American Conference, options for the future of football not at the FBS 
level (such as FCS, Division III, or dropping football altogether, how the various options for football and the athletic program 
overall will impact the campus’ ability to attract a highly-qualified student body and provide a high quality education at a 
reasonable cost with particular attention to concerns about high levels of student debt, and which option or options appear to 
be in the best long-term interests of UMass Amherst. The Rules Committee has charged these various committees to look into 
these questions. The conversation is obviously going to continue. The Rules Committee wants it to continue in the most 
informed way possible, with the most complete and accurate information to assess the progress of the football program and 
what needs to be done in the future. 
 
Senator Max Page noted that it was very disturbing that a motion put forth by about 15% of the Senate could not be put 
forward for a discussion and vote. In any other organization that Senator Page has been a part of, if an issue is on the table for 
discussion, members of the body are able to bring forth motions on that topic. The argument that UMass has to “give it a 
chance” regarding football keeps coming up. That argument states that it is impossible to know the true success of the 
program after one season. There was never a university-wide discussion on football. This transition was thrust upon the 
University, and those who would have been opposed then are being told that they need to endure it. That makes no sense. 
Furthermore, Senator Page doesn’t gamble away half his salary at a casino; he knows that is bad. He doesn’t smoke cigars; he 
knows that is bad. There is data from all over the country that shows that football is a risky and costly endeavor. Very few 
teams actually turn a profit, and only a small number of schools lower their university subsidy by moving into FBS. The 
urgency of taking action on this issue is in a number that Senator Altstadt brought up. The costs are much higher than what 
were thought. Moreover, the performance of the team and fan attendance were so far below expectations that they prove that 
college football culture is not appropriate for New England. Cuts are coming at the University. We have to take $2 million out 
of the budget right now. Who knows what’s going to happen in the coming year’s budget. Finally, the construction to renovate 
McGuirk Stadium has not begun. Contracts have allegedly been awarded, but the construction has not begun. Right now is a 
moment when we could admit that we sunk some money into football, it was a mistake, and good money should not be thrown 
after bad. That is a classic mistake. Senator Page’s colleagues in the School of Management know this well. The idea of sunk 
cost is not “I spent $8 million, therefore, I should spend another $8 million because I feel bad about spending the first $8 
million.” The opposite is true. You are supposed to not escalate your commitments, but admit that you made a mistake and 
reverse course. The University has the opportunity right now to reverse course and decide to do something different with this 
money. It is legitimate to have that debate and make that decision now. 
 
Senator Marta Calas spoke on the concept of escalating commitment that Senator Page acknowledged. There is 35 years of 
research in her field, management, on escalating commitment. Now, there are new meta-analysis processes studying that 
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accumulated data. There is much known now about the variables affecting escalating commitment. Put simply, escalating 
commitment is when an individual or organization makes a decision that—although they hoped it would succeed—fails. Then, 
instead of making the decision to admit failure and recant, the individual or organization gives more time to and invests more 
money in the failed endeavor. One of the things that this research shows is that the more money you put into a failed decision, 
the more likely it is that you will continue doing so, making it less and less likely that the course of the decision will be 
changed. An example given in a recent article was the Big Dig highway project in Boston. The article asked how the Big Dig 
was such a failure and why so much money was continually sunk into it. It occurred to Senator Calas, as she was listening to 
the preceding discussion, that UMass should do a self-study to see how football commitments are escalated going forward. 
UMass is a research university, and should be able to study itself. By doing this, it would be more likely that a good decision be 
made and that involved parties will be able to identify why they made the decisions they did. Moreover, a useful publication 
may come of it. Senator Calas encouraged the entire faculty to participate.  
 
Professor Rod Warnick, Member of the Athletic Council, noted that he had been beaten up at the Faculty Senate before and 
asked Senator Page a couple of questions. He asked Senator Page if the ACFBS report was voted on in the Committee. It was 
not. There was no full discussion of the report. He then asked if there are minutes for the ACFBS available, as it would be 
important to know about all the other things that were discussed. He asked if Senator Page had attended any of the football 
games at Gillette Stadium. Senator Page had not. He asked if Senator Page had talked to anyone from the Alumni Association. 
Senator Page had talked to the head of the Association. On November 13, 2012, Professor Warnick and Senator Page attended 
a webinar. He asked Senator Page what that webinar was about. Senator Page asked members of the Athletic Council to 
attend the webinar, which was put on by REM Associates of Amherst. It looked at the economic benefits of college football. 
There were a lot of things said at that webinar. Professor Warnick wondered why that information was not shared with the 
Faculty Senate. It was part of what the Committee did. The report presented at that webinar was substantial and part of what 
the Committee did. That was not communicated to the Faculty Senate. 
 
Secretary May noted that he would not be able to respond to all of Professor Warnick’s questions. The fact that there are still 
so many unanswered questions is why the Rules Committee decided that further study is required before a motion should be 
brought before the Faculty Senate. 
 
Professor Warnick agreed with Secretary May, stating that he hopes that those questions are addressed. The report that was 
released and discussed at the webinar had very significant findings in it in terms of the impact of college football. That report 
has not been discussed or brought forward to the Faculty Senate and Professor Warnick is concerned about that. 
 
Secretary May noted that there are many concerns on both sides of the issue that need further study. 
 
Professor Warnick noted that the report presented at the webinar was done by professors at the University of California-
Berkeley and reported to the National Bureau of Economic Research in Cambridge. The results were pretty significant. 
 
Secretary May stated that a lot of quantitative information had been condensed and reduced in the Committee’s report. 
However, the qualitative discussion is intended to go forward in the future.  
 
Professor Warnick stated that the Committee was invited to participate in activities with outcomes and information not being 
reported on by the Committee. He is concerned that things aren’t being fully reported. 
 
Secretary May reiterated that the Rules Committee is referring this report, along with the broad-ranging questions stated by 
Senator Bartolomeo, to many councils and committees, as well as the SGA and Alumni Association. When responses come 
back from those entities, there will be much more complete information. Personally, Secretary May believes that the alumni 
are key to this discussion. There is an old saying that universities are about parking for the faculty, you-know-what for the 
students, and football for the alumni. So the alumni are key to the football discussion. However, the attendance by the alumni 
at Gillette Stadium was very disappointing. They voted with their feet, and the silence was deafening. 
 
Jennifer Fronc, Associate Professor of History, spoke to her experience as a junior faculty member at UMass as it pertains to 
the ongoing budget woes. Like Senator Altstadt, Professor Fronc attended the University of Illinois. As a roller derby player, 
Professor Fronc is no stranger to traumatic brain injury and helmets. There are good arguments about monetary issues, but 
the larger issue is taking on the argument that having a better football team will help UMass recruit and retain better 
students. Based on her day-to-day life as an instructor at UMass, Professor Fronc does not believe this will be the case. UMass 
students often work 20-40 hours a week. She frequently has to lend copies of textbooks because they cannot afford them. Many 
students leave UMass with over $50,000 in student loan debt, which is not what Professor Fronc would expect from 
Massachusetts’ flagship public university. UMass is doing students a disservice by continuing to invest in the fiction and 
fantasy that a football team will enable UMass to recruit and retain more and, somehow better undergraduates. Experience at 
other universities has not proven this to be the case. As a member of the humanities faculty, Professor Fronc noted that as 
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little as $5,000 could make a world of difference to her academic career. However, this year, she was told that she would not be 
able to attend two academic conferences at which she was supposed to present because her dean did not have the money. She 
also had a $4,000 research proposal turned down because she had neglected to name the library and there were simply not 
enough funds to permit her to travel to two cities and write the final chapter of a book in progress. When we talk about things 
like what our students are spending on tuition and books, the fact that they often pay their own rent and food bills; when we 
think about the fact that the elevator in Herter Hall was broken all semester; that the History Department chose to give up its 
phones to save $16,000; when we look at these smaller pieces, we can see how UMass is throwing good money after bad in the 
effort to ramp up its profile through a football team. Professor Fronc echoed Senator Altstadt in stating that she would rather 
have UMass be known for its amazing History Department, its amazing Sociology Department, a University with academic 
departments to be proud of. That is where the University should be investing its time, money and human resources. Finally, 
Professor Fronc noted that this was her first visit to the Faculty Senate and she is disappointed to see that administrators that 
hold faculty positions are able to vote in such a way as to dampen faculty voices. She may stick with the MSP in terms of 
faculty governance.  
 
Senator Curt Conner stated that the issue is not just about football, it’s about the marching band, as well. Anyone who doesn’t 
recognize that has not come to the right university. The band has more alumni than the football team. Those alumni come 
back to the University—and they give to the University—because of the band. By moving the games to Gillette Stadium, 
Senator Conner has not been able to see the band as much as usual. He would usually go to the games at halftime to see the 
band, and stay for the rest of the game. It should be understood that there are more factors than the football team affecting 
decisions about football. Senator Conner does not believe that the University should get rid of contact sports. He was an 
athlete in school and valued that time very much. If we tried to protect our students by not allowing them to be in contact 
sports, we would be doing a grave disservice to the student body. 
 
Akshay Kapoor, SGA President, thanked the Faculty Senate for wanting to include the student body in this discussion. He 
believes that students can best answer questions regarding their tuitions and other issues. Recently, a number of individuals 
from UMass were able to sit down at dinner and talk to Robert Kraft. He presented a number of valuable insights, one of 
which involved his decisions with the New England Patriots. At one time, the Patriots were terrible. There was even a 
possibility of the team leaving the Boston area. Mr. Kraft said that everyone thought he was crazy when he bought the 
Patriots. Within a year of the purchase, he was offered multiple times to sell the team for a profit. At the time, he said that 
letting the Patriots go would be a disservice to the Boston fans. Likewise, if UMass abandons its football team—or all 
athletics—it would be a big disservice to the students and the University. It’s not all about money. This has to do with school 
pride. President Kapoor stresses this. The football team may not be great right now, but it’s brand new. Everything was brand 
new at one point. If we give it a little bit of time—acknowledging that economic resources will be put into it—then it may 
produce outcomes that you cannot put a monetary value on. President Kapoor looks forward to seeing how other students feel. 
He acknowledged that some in the Senate may not like his opinions, but as a student, he holds administrators and faculty 
members to hold themselves to a standard as high as the SGA does at its meetings.  
 
Senator Steven Brewer wished for a moment to cross-examine Senator Page. Did the founding motion of the Ad Hoc 
Committee on FBS Football state that the Faculty Senate establish a broadly representative ad hoc committee appointed by 
the Rules Committee and approved by the full Faculty Senate to monitor and evaluate the costs and financial impacts of FBS 
football, reporting back at least once each semester to the full Faculty Senate? It was. Is this the final report of the Committee? 
It is not. Was it a best faith effort to represent the work of the Committee thus far? It was. 
 
MSP President Phillis wished to reinforce something said by Professor Clawson. Four hundred and nine of Professor Phillis’ 
closest friends recently took a final exam in introductory biology. There are another 1,023 of their closest friends also taking 
that course. It is the major’s course in biology, and therefore relatively popular. This fall, for the first time, the department 
gave up the laboratory section of that class and replaced it with discussion because the laboratory section is expensive and 
could not be properly sustained given the other needs in the Biology Department. If Biology won Professor Clawson’s million 
dollar lottery, it could buy the equipment, supplies, and resources necessary to educate its students better. Students in the life 
sciences should have hands-on experiences with living things. Right now, Professor Phillis and the TAs that run the discussion 
section are the only living things they see. There are many other kinds of living things. Professor Phillis has a great time 
watching the Patriots. He is pleased that Robert Kraft has turned the team around. Professor Phillis loves NFL football. If 
Robert Kraft could make all his money on NFL football, Professor Phillis would be thrilled. He does not understand why 
Robert Kraft is making any money from UMass. He does not understand why UMass is dumping money into football that 
should be used to educate its students in different ways. He is troubled by that, especially given the fact that we could have a 
parade of faculty telling stories about how they are ill-equipped to provide the best possible education for the UMass students 
that are coming here and paying a hell of a lot of money for their education but are receiving, perhaps, a modified version of 
what they could receive if the University had the proper resources. Professor Phillis added a comment on the process of the 
Faculty Senate, which may reinforce some earlier comments. Professor Phillis thinks of the Faculty Senate as an elected body. 
When you stand for election, your colleagues vote you in or not. If you are voted in, you have the ability to render your opinion 
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about policy, and that opinion is then advisory for the administration. Except for in academic affairs—strict academic 
affairs—the Faculty Senate only has an advisory role. We can recommend that football’s stupid. That is a possibility. The 
administration may or may not follow the Faculty Senate’s advice. Professor Phillis does not understand why administrators 
who are serving at the pleasure of their administrative superior, and are not elected members of the Faculty Senate, get to 
influence the decisions of the body. The administrators already have plenty of say. 
 
Steve Goodwin, Dean of the College of Natural Sciences, noted that he and Professor Phillis go back a long way. He has a lot of 
respect for the work Professor Phillis does teaching biology, and is looking to put as many resources as possible into that 
program. However, Dean Goodwin believes Professor Phillis overstepped slightly at the end of his remarks. There are two 
numbers that disturb Dean Goodwin greatly: 73 and 43. That there are only 73 voting members of the Faculty Senate—there 
should be 120 voting members; that there are only 43 people here today in a position to vote on issues of the level of 
importance that are being discussed should not be acceptable. It should not be acceptable to the faculty. It should not be 
acceptable to the administration. If we are going to have shared governance, we need better participation than we currently 
have. 
 
Secretary May seconded Dean Goodwin’s remarks. There are 95 available positions in the Faculty Senate, distributed among 
the various districts. Only 57 of those are filled. The remainder are not filled simply because no one volunteers or no one 
nominates another faculty member. That needs to be changed. Secondly, in the recent Boston Globe article on UMass football, 
Chancellor Subbaswamy is quoted as saying, “We will under no circumstances sacrifice academics for the sake of moving up 
in football.” 
 
Professor Jenny Spencer moved to suspend the rules in order to move agenda item H (motion number 25-13) ahead of all 
remaining business. The motion had already been supported by the administration, and present parties that are not Faculty 
Senators may want to join the discussion. 
 
The motion to suspend the rules passed by a vote of 36 in favor to 0 opposed.  
 
H. Motion from Senators David Gross and Steven Brewer: 
 
 WHEREAS changing the selection of a Learning Management System profoundly impacts the ability of 
 Teaching faculty to accomplish their academic goals, and 
 
 WHEREAS the Learning Management System Advisory Committee, in a short time and with minimal 
 Teaching faculty input, has recommended that the University of Massachusetts Amherst switch from 
 Moodle to Blackboard Learn, and 
 
 WHEREAS a previous, year-long study, that included input from all of campus, had identified Moodle as 
 the best fit for the campus, 
 
 THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Faculty Senate (1) charge the Academic Priorities Council, the 
 Academic Matters Council, and the University Computer and Electronic Communications Committee to 
 review the findings of the Learning Management System Advisory Committee and to present a report to 
 the full Faculty Senate at its first spring semester meeting on January 31, 2013; and (2) recommend that 
 the University of Massachusetts Amherst postpone action on switching Learning Management Systems 
 until these reports have been received so that the impacts on teaching can be understood. 
 
MOVED: That the Faculty Senate approve the motion to (1) charge the Academic Priorities Council, the 
25-13 Academic Matters Council, and the University Computer and Electronic Communications Committee to 

review the findings of the Learning Management System Advisory Committee and to present a report to the 
full Faculty Senate at its first spring semester meeting on January 31, 2013; and (2) recommend that the 
University of Massachusetts Amherst postpone action on switching Learning Management Systems until 
these reports have been received so that the impacts on teaching can be understood, as presented on the 
agenda of the 722nd Regular Meeting of the Faculty Senate. 

 
The motion was seconded and adopted. 
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E. ANNUAL REPORT 
 
 Annual Report of the University Writing Committee, AY 2011-2012, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 13-018. 
 
 The report was received. 
 
Professor Judith Holmes, Chair of the University Writing Committee, stated that the primary work of the Writing Committee 
for 2011-2012 was reviewing the University Writing Center. This Center is located in the Learning Commons at the Library 
and is a place where any member of the University community—undergraduate students, graduate students, faculty, 
administrators—can work with trained tutors on any writing concerns that they may have. The Committee decided to report 
on the Writing Center separately from the quinquennial review of the First Year Writing Program because of the vast changes 
in the Writing Center over the past five to eight years. The Writing Center started, literally, as a classroom where graduate 
student TAs could work with their students in the First Year Writing Program, and it morphed into a very important part of 
the Learning Commons. The Committee interviewed the Director, Assistant Directors, some student tutors, and data. The 
Committee’s conclusion is that the Writing Center is doing an excellent job meeting a critical need on campus. In 2011, the 
Writing Center was open approximately 50 hours per week with a staff of over 40, mostly trained undergraduate tutors. There 
are daytime and evening hours. Between 2001 and 2011, the Learning Commons experienced a sevenfold increase in the 
number of tutoring sessions, from 430 to 3,095. The Committee commends the Provost’s Office for authorizing the hire of a 
tenure-track assistant professor in English to serve as the Director of the Writing Program in addition to teaching duties. With 
the success that the Writing Center has found in the Learning Commons comes new challenges. The biggest is the need for 
more space. The Writing Committee understands that the body overseeing the Learning Commons is working on expanding 
the space available for the Writing Center. The Committee was pleased to hear that the Writing Center was piloting, last 
spring, a project for online tutoring using Skype and Google Docs. The Committee recommended that they pursue that 
initiative, and this year it is in full-time use for distance learners. This means that students both on and off campus have access 
to the Writing Center and the tutoring services it provides. The other thing that the Writing Committee has been involved in is 
working to develop an online process for submitting Junior Year Writing course syllabi and getting approval from the Writing 
Committee. That should be launched in the spring semester. As soon as that happens, the Writing Committee will be notifying 
and contacting deans and chairs about the new processes and procedures that they will need to start following for their Junior 
Year Writing courses. There are also workshops for Junior Year Writing instructors. The Committee has been effective and 
hard-working.  
 
Senator Curt Conner wondered if the Writing Committee looked into teaching about plagiarism. 
 
Professor Holmes stated that the Writing Committee recently held a workshop in the Teaching Commons of the Library on 
pedagogical tools to use for teaching about plagiarism. It is a topic that has been discussed in the Committee. 
 
Senator Joseph Bartolomeo offered a comment, commending his colleagues who have recently served as Director of the 
Writing Center: Haivan Hoang, Donna LeCourt, and, most recently, Rebecca Lorimer Leonard. They have done tremendous 
work as the Center has grown and developed. He reiterated the Writing Committee’s comment thanking the Provost. The 
Provost and the English Department worked together, and the Department was delighted to have his support in creating a 
tenure-stream position for the Director of the Writing Center, which will enable both the Writing Center, the Writing 
Program, and the graduate concentration in rhetoric and composition to continue to thrive.  
 
Senator Bruce Baird stated that he recently asked a senior colleague what to do with students who have remedial writing skills. 
The senior colleague said that he should make a requirement for them to go to the Writing Center. Senator Baird did this with 
a couple students and the Writing Center emailed him saying that he was not allowed to do that. 
 
Professor Holmes began by clarifying that she is on the Writing Committee and has nothing to do, specifically, with the 
Writing Center. Her understanding is that if an individual professor feels that his or her students need specific assistance, it is 
best to have the professor communicate with the Writing Center and determine how to provide that. The Writing Center has a 
limited number of slots for tutoring and working with students. If professors start mandating that the 40 students in their class 
have to go to the Writing Center, the Center needs a heads-up to figure out how to plan for that. 
 
F. NEW COURSES 
 
 COURSE    TITLE      CREDITS 
  
 NRC 576  “Water Resources Management”                  3 
 NRC 578  “Watershed Science and management”                  3 
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MOVED: That the Faculty Senate approve the courses NRC 576 and 578, as recommended by the Academic 
13-13 Matters and Graduate Councils. 
 
The motion was seconded and adopted. 
 
 COURSE    TITLE      CREDITS 
 
 CMPSCI 688  “Probabilistic Graphical Models”                   3 
 COMM 600  “Media Literacy: Principles and Practices”                 3 
 COMM 601  “Media Literacy: Theory and Research”                   3 
 ECO 675  “Ecological Economics and Sustainability”                 3 
 ECO 678  “Advanced Watershed Science and Management”                 3 
 EDUC 601A   “Foundations of Higher Education”                  3 
 EDUC 621A  “Higher Education Finance Policy”           3 
 EDUC 632A  “Educational Policy, Research and Administration:         3 
      Fundamentals of Test Construction” 
 EDUC 652  “Mixed Methods Research”            3 
 EDUC 749  “Multilingualism & Society”            3          
 EDUC 751  “Scaling Methods for the Behavioral Science”          3 
 EDUC 753  “Professional Seminar in Educational Research              3 
      and Evaluation Methods” 
 EDUC 756  “Advanced Measurement Seminar”           3 
 EDUC 773  “Planning for Policy Success”            3 
 EDUC 777  “Advanced Principles and Methods of Teaching             3 
      in Middle and High School” 
 
MOVED: That the Faculty Senate approve the courses CMPSCI 688, COMM 600 and 601, ECO 675 and 678, 
14-13  EDUC 601A, 612A, 632A, 652, 749, 751, 753, 756, 773 and 777, as recommended by the Graduate Council. 
 
The motion was seconded and adopted. 
 
G. NEW BUSINESS 
 
 1. Special Report of the Academic Matters Council concerning Changes to the Undergraduate Major in 

English, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 13-019 with Motion No. 15-13. 
 
MOVED: That the Faculty Senate approve the Changes to the Undergraduate Major in English, as presented 
15-13  in Sen. Doc. No. 13-019. 
 
The motion was seconded and adopted. 
 
 2. Special Report of the Academic Matters Council concerning Changes to the Structure of Requirements in the 

Journalism Program, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 13-020 with Motion No. 16-13.   
 
MOVED: That the Faculty Senate approve the Changes to the Structure of Requirements in the Journalism Program, 
16-13  as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 13-020. 
 
The motion was seconded and adopted. 
 
 3. Special Report of the Graduate Council concerning an Increase in Credits for the M.S. in Sport Management, 

as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 13-021 with Motion No. 17-13. 
 
MOVED: That the Faculty Senate approve the Increase in Credits for the M.S. in Sport Management, as presented in 
17-13  Sen. Doc. No. 13-021. 
 
Senator Marta Calas wondered if the newly required research course was one of the research courses that currently exist for 
the Ph.D. program. 
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Senator D. Anthony Butterfield stated that it is not one of the research courses from the Ph.D. program, but that the course has 
been on the books for a while. This change makes the course a requirement. 
 
The motion was seconded and adopted. 
 
 4. Special Report of the Academic Priorities, Program and Budget and Research Councils concerning the 

Establishment of a School of Computer Science at the University of Massachusetts Amherst, as presented in 
Sen. Doc. No. 13-022 with Motion No. 18-13. 

 
MOVED: That the Faculty Senate approve the Establishment of a School of Computer Science at the University of  
18-13  Massachusetts Amherst, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 13-022. 
 
Senator Frank Hugus noticed that the report states that no new resources would be necessary. He finds that difficult to believe 
if the Computer Science Department is being asked to service the entire University. 
 
Senator Bogartz stated that they are claiming to have the resources. His sense of the motion is that it is primarily a branding 
move. Computer Science looks more substantial when it is a school rather than just a department. It may come to pass that 
they need more resources later, but their claim is that right now they do not. 
 
Provost James Staros noted that this motion falls under the legislation passed in last year’s Faculty Senate for schools within 
colleges. This proposal is for Computer Science to become a school within a college, and that explains why no new resources 
are needed. It will not be a dean-led entity. It will have a director and continue to be part of CNS. 
 
The motion was seconded and adopted. 
 
 5. Special Report of the Academic Priorities, Graduate and Program and Budget Councils concerning a 

Graduate Certificate in Higher Education Leadership, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 13-023 with Motion No. 
19-13. 

 
MOVED: That the Faculty Senate approve the Graduate Certificate in Higher Education Leadership, as presented in 
19-13  Sen. Doc. No. 13-023. 
 
The motion was seconded and adopted. 
  
 6. Special Report of the Academic Priorities, Graduate and Program and Budget Councils concerning a Master 

in Business Administration (MBA) with a Focus in Entrepreneurship, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 13-024 
with Motion No. 20-13. 

 
MOVED: That the Faculty Senate approve the Master in Business Administration (MBA) with a Focus in 
20-13  Entrepreneurship, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 13-024. 
 
Senator Calas noticed that this program is made primarily of requirements for the standard MBA. Courses specific to 
entrepreneurship occur later in the program. The regular MBA courses are primarily about understanding the processes of 
big business. She wondered if there should not be more courses specific to entrepreneurship offered earlier in the program. 
 
Senator Butterfield noted that this is not the first concentration within the MBA program to be brought before the Faculty 
Senate. The concentrations make it possible for a student to chose his or her electives within a specific area in order to claim 
some extra expertise in that area. There are concentrations already in areas such as finance. The concentrations allow 
graduates to distinguish themselves and differentiate themselves with a specific focus. No additional courses are required 
within the core MBA requirements. 
 
Senator Calas noted that that was her understanding as well, and what led to her question. She wonders if the core should be 
more specifically focused on entrepreneurship, as that is a different animal than business administration generally. 
 
Senator Butterfield stated that the proposed program is an MBA with a focus in entrepreneurship, not a separate master’s 
degree in entrepreneurship.  
 
Senator Bogartz noted that there is no such thing as a focus. This proposal is for a concentration. However, historically, the 
Isenberg School calls a concentration a focus. As Senator Butterfield noted, this proposal is for a concentration, not a separate 
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degree. If it were a separate degree, then all of Senator Calas’ concerns would be right on. ISOM is claiming this to be simply 
a focus; a little extra in a particular area.  
 
The motion was seconded and adopted. 
 
 7. Special Report of the Academic Matters, Academic Priorities and Program and Budget Councils concerning 

a Five College Queer and Sexuality Studies Certificate, as presented in Sen. Doc. 13-025 with Motion 
  No. 21-13. 
 
MOVED: That the Faculty Senate approve the Five College Queer and Sexuality Studies Certificate, as presented in 
21-13  Sen. Doc. No. 13-025. 
 
The motion was seconded and adopted. 
 
 8. Special Report of the Academic Priorities, Graduate and Program and Budget Councils concerning Changes 

in the Core Requirements of the Engineering Management Degree Program, as presented in Sen. Doc.  
  No. 13-026 with Motion No. 22-13. 
 
MOVED: That the Faculty Senate approve the Changes in the Core Requirements of the Engineering Management 
22-13  Degree Program, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 13-026. 
 
The motion was seconded and adopted. 
 
 9. Special Report of the Academic Priorities, Graduate and Program and Budget Councils concerning a Dual 

Degree – Master of Public Policy and Administration (MPPA)/Master of Regional Planning (MRP), as 
presented in Sen. Doc. No. 13-027 with Motion No. 23-13. 

 
MOVED: That the Faculty Senate approve the Dual Degree – Master of Public Policy and Administration (MPPA)/ 
23-13  Master of Regional Planning (MRP), as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 13-027. 
 
The motion was seconded and adopted. 
 
 10. Special Report of the Committee on Committees concerning Nominations to Faculty Senate Councils and 

Committees, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 13-028 with Motion No. 24-13. 
 
MOVED: That the Faculty Senate approve the Nominations to Faculty Senate Councils and Committees, as presented  
24-13  in Sen. Doc. No. 13-028. 
 
Senator Arthur Kinney moved to amend the motion to add Doris Bargen of Languages, Literatures, & Cultures be appointed to 
the Commonwealth Honors College Council. 
 
The motion was seconded and adopted as amended. 
 
The 722nd Regular Meeting of the Faculty Senate stood adjourned at 5:50 p.m. on December 11, 2012. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Ernest D. May 
Secretary of the Faculty Senate            
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Bryan Harvey, Associate Provost for Academic and Resource Planning and Co-Chair of the Joint Task Force on 

Strategic Planning, stated that he and the other co-chairs would be bringing the Senate up to date on the 
project launched by the Senate at its first meeting of the semester. Chancellor Subbaswamy was busy hosting 
the Trustees during the meeting, so Associate Provost Harvey presented on the vision and context document 
that began the strategic planning process. The current strategic planning process began with some statements 
made by Chancellor Subbaswamy regarding the campus’ situation. Part of that was questioning the essential 
function of public research, land-grant institutions. That questioning boiled down to creating impact for the 
public good through innovation. UMass has been doing that for 150 years, but there is a big question about 
what that means today. Like everyone else in society, UMass is facing major demographic, technological, and 
financial changes. In a sense, the public universities, in the face of the most recent recession, particularly, but 
dating back decades more generally, are trying to reinvent ways to make that mission work in current times. 
One observation is that our basic organizing model, the convergence of the immersive residential educational 
experience with the rich research environment—which is a complicated and expensive mission—may not be 
sustainable in light of changes in finances. There are two challenges for successful adaptation. One is to do 
what we’ve been doing for generations: try to become more effective at demonstrating to the public why it is 
that the impact UMass makes should matter to them. Moreover, UMass must try to find out how to do the 
work that we do in this more challenging resource environment. One of the dilemmas we face, in some ways 
an irony, is that even while the public’s tax dollars have been withdrawing from institutions like UMass, and, 
therefore, student costs have increased, policy makers seem to be more and more interested in controlling 
student costs. This is a delicate position to be working through. There is also the question of growth. Many 
institutions like UMass are trying to respond to their financial situations by increasing enrollment, especially 
out-of-state enrollment. We have had good success with that. However, when an institution increases 
enrollment, it takes on new costs: capital outlay, operating expenses, et cetera. It is not as if an institution can 
simply grow its way to prosperity. There is another delicate balance in increasing both enrollment and 
quality. All told, the business model for the public research university is a little bit frayed. This planning 
process has been directed toward renewing that vision of creating impact for the public good through 
innovation both by demonstrating value—the research, teaching, and outreach done by the University—and 
developing a sustainable cost structure for that. We have a lot of innovations in pedagogy that have been in 
development for years. What is the next set of those? How do we make more effective use of the money we do 
have? The more successful we are at demonstrating the value of what we do, the more likely it is that the 
people in our environment—students and their families, policy makers, business and industry leaders—will 
see us as an organization that is worth investing in. UMass does not simply want to survive the current 
situation, it wants to be a leader in the new emerging role for public research universities. We want to not 
only talk about providing exceptional value, but define what that means. We have struggled a little with this. 
The Framework for Excellence discussed membership in the AAU, but even that does not exactly fit UMass’ 
situation. There are many institutions equivalent to AAU schools—including UMass—that are not in the 
AAU and may never be. Meanwhile, there are many important aspects of undergraduate success and societal 
service that are not a central part of the AAU model. It is also true that the research boom that fueled many 
of the current AAU members is plateauing as the federal government has more constriction on its ability to 
invest in research. In the face of that, we have to somehow go beyond what this all meant a few years ago and 
think about what it means for tomorrow. Obviously, many things are changing in higher education. We want 
to think about what tomorrow’s criteria for excellence will be. It increasingly appears that tomorrow’s 
leading universities will be flexible, adaptive, and creative. UMass is well-positioned for this transition. The 
University has done a good job responding to a number of these changes—many of which have been going on 
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for a long time. It seems likely that if UMass continues its adaptive approach, it will find opportunities to 
demonstrate leadership that might have been difficult for the University when it was competing within a set 
of terms that were less favorable for it. We have done a good job adapting. The question is, what is the next 
stage of that? Then there is the question of how an institution goes about doing this. There is a lot of talk 
about integration as something that adaptive organizations are doing. What does that mean for our situation? 
Really, it boils down to figuring out how to accomplish multiple goals whenever we make a policy decision or 
take a new action. How can we advance ourselves in more than one direction by looking across the things that 
we do? This could be by utilizing multi-group investigators for research grants, instructional programs that 
draw in individuals from different units, or any number of other options. The planning process can help 
advance this kind of work, in part, simply, by making what everyone is trying to accomplish clear; in part by 
bringing focus to some of the common problems we share; and in part by helping us to understand how we 
are using our resources and seeing if there are opportunities to get more value from them. The planning 
process has started. It is not going to be completed in the year, but, by next spring, the planners hope to be at 
a point at which they can engage the campus in conversations about what the planning looks like going 
forward. In order to do that, the Joint Task Force has organized a process to talk about a number of key 
questions, which Co-Chair Shabazz presented. 
 
Senator Amilcar Shabazz, Professor of Afro-American Studies and Co-Chair of the Joint Task Force on 

Strategic Planning, stated that, to begin the strategic planning process, the Joint Task Force first established 
its core mission, looked at its vision and context, and realized that there are two overarching issues that the 
Joint Task Force wanted to take into the strategic planning work in all four group areas, which will be later 
described. The first issue addressed by the Joint Task Force involves asking what kind of community UMass 
Amherst is. How inclusive are we? How wide is the door open here? What accessibility does this institution 
offer? What sort of diversity—economic, racial, gender-based—do we have? The panel at the last Faculty 
Senate meeting gave a sense of some of the research questions and issues surrounding diversity. The Joint 
Task Force is taking input from the two Faculty Senate Councils that work in diversity, the Status of Women 
Council and the Status of Diversity Council. The Joint Task Force has already received input from the 
University’s Chief Diversity Officer and the Chancellor’s Advisory Committee on Diversity Initiatives, 
thanks to Débora D. Ferreira. That input has been gathered and helps to inform diversity questions. As that 
information is distributed to the committees, the Joint Task Force hopes to drill down even deeper in the 
areas around values and expectations as a University in terms of diversity, inclusion, and access. The Joint 
Task Force will further examine diversity strategies in all areas. The other overarching issue has to do with 
resource efficiency and the effectiveness of all of our strategies. This will be central to the work in all areas, as 
we work in an environment in which resources are not unlimited. We must take that into account and 
consider institutional resource strategies that can help create achievable goals. A perspective conscious of 
resource efficiency and effectiveness needs to be present as the various committees consider their specific 
substantive questions.  
 
The biggest area of focus, of course, is the teaching work that we do. Considering this, we discuss student 
learning, experience, and success. There are a handful of components in this area that frame the strategic 
planning process. The first is the path to completion. We offer degrees here; what are the obstacles in the 
pathway to successful completion of degrees, whether on an accelerated basis, on a four-year basis, or in 
situations where students go beyond four years? What are the issues surrounding access to programs and 
courses that may affect the path to completion? What are we doing in terms of services to students such as 
advising them of career options or additional studies? What are they going to do when they complete the 
degree? Another important area in student learning experience and student success is developing the value 
that is in our curriculum. How can we be a more responsive, interesting, and distinctive institution? Again, 
impact, innovation, integration are taken into thinking about this subject, looking at curricular innovation, 
the rich choice of opportunities available in our degree programs, and undergraduate research involvement. 
UMass is a research university, but what does that mean at the undergraduate level. Then, of course, career 
development is also a part of the value offered in the curriculum.  
 
After student learning and success, the next major area is research and research funding. Under this rubric, 
we are looking at issues of federal funding; we are looking at the relationship of our research to business and 
industry, as well as the political economy; and we are looking at how our research endeavors, our scholarly 
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and creative work, affects the civil society in general. There is a dynamic planning group in the area of 
research foci and funding.  
 
Service is important. As a land-grant institution, UMass is about serving the world. Our goals cannot be 
simply to serve our various disciplines and professional areas. What is our benefit to the Commonwealth and 
beyond? How do we assess that and how do we think strategically about where we are going in the future? 
Here the Joint Task Force is taking up questions of external accountability, as well as looking at the 
perspective of local, state, and federal government, which are integral to UMass’ efforts in research and 
education. We are looking at demonstrating our leadership in being accountable to various external 
constituencies, as well as demonstrating the value of faculty time spent on research. There are a number of 
questions in this area. How do we align undergraduate and graduate offerings? How do we play a meaningful 
role in the debate over research value and impact? These are some of the framing questions going on as we 
think about our benefit to the Commonwealth and beyond. 
 
The fourth planning group area is a little outside the University’s holy trinity of teaching, research, and 
service, but is integral at this time. This is looking at having a balanced and sustainable resource strategy as 
we plan into the future. How do we expand revenues? How do we focus resources? How do we control costs? 
How do we establish the institutional infrastructure that we need to be the excellent, top-quality institution 
going into the 21st century? In this area, we bring a number of questions, learning from our recent revenue 
enhancement work, looking at a plausible revenue strategy going forward, looking at cost containment, and 
examining what programmatic facilities we will need going forward.  
 
These are the four planning groups that have been established and will move forward with the strategic 
planning process. 
 
Nancy Cohen, Professor of Nutrition and Co-Chair of the Joint Task Force on Strategic Planning, updated the 
Senate on the progress of the Joint Task Force on Strategic Planning. The Joint Task Force was formed in 
September with the charge to make recommendations to the Chancellor regarding a high-level strategic plan 
to serve as the University’s mandated response to the accreditation process. To meet the needs of the 
accreditation body, the strategic plan is due in August of 2013. This plan will build on the Framework for 
Excellence, but plans to move beyond that document with the goal of creating one of the leading public 
universities of the next generation. This plan will also monitor subsequent developments of administrative 
and academic unit plans. Membership of the Joint Task Force includes members of both the faculty and the 
administration. The Joint Task Force is structured around four committees that each address one of the 
issues previously addressed by Senator Shabazz. Vice Provost Carol Barr and Professor Diane Flaherty co-
chair the Student Learning Experience and Student Success committee; Vice Chancellor Michael Malone and 
Professor James Kurose co-chair the Research Foci and Funding committee; Assistant Provost Martha 
Stassen and Professor Robert Nakosteen co-chair the Benefit to the Commonwealth and Beyond committee; 
and Associate Vice Chancellor Andrew Mangels and Professor Anurag Sharma co-chair the Balanced and 
Sustainable Resource Strategy committee. Each of those committees also have committee members that are 
not part of the Joint Task Force at large. Vice Provost Barr reported that there are 54 members on the 
Student Learning Experience and Student Success committee. There is wide-ranging participation. The full 
Joint Task Force held six meetings in the fall of 2012. The Joint Task Force reviewed its charge and 
established the four committees it is comprised of. Those committees are also involving other relevant 
University and Faculty Senate groups. So far, the Undergraduate Education Council, the Enrollment 
Management Team, the Research Council, the Joint Task Force on Accountability, the Program and Budget 
Council, and the Chancellor’s Diversity Advisory Committee, as well as other groups, have been involved 
with JTFSO. A guide to planning has been edited to serve as a starting document. This includes most of the 
information presented to the Faculty Senate. The guide is titled Impact, Innovation and Integration, as those 
are the themes of this planning event. The guide outlines initial strategic questions, although the committees 
may and will come up with additional questions that need to be answered. The committees’ structure, tasks, 
and time have been determined. Moreover, a format to be worked toward has been developed. This is all a 
work in progress. Overarching questions such as those about diversity, inclusion, and access will be posed to 
each of the committees to ensure that they are being addressed. As a full group, the Joint Task Force has 
examined available data. Several presentations have been given on the budget, as well as on the Graduate 
School review and how UMass has been performing within the criteria of the U.S. News and World Report 
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rankings. A website has been developed that can be accessed from the Provost’s Office website. The site 
includes the Joint Task Force’s charge, the first version of the planning guide, and the membership of Joint 
Task Force and its committees. There is also a planning library, which will be added to as new documents are 
created. There are many documents there already that the Joint Task Force and the University as a whole 
can access. These include the diversity plan, affirmative action plan, and strategic planning presentations that 
have taken place already.  
 
The Co-Chairs of the Joint Task Force have met with the co-chairs of the various committees and will 
continue to do so. This is a way to cross-fertilize ideas. The committees are not silos, and anything that affects 
one group affects all the others. There will be additional presentations of additional data as each committee 
works toward developing a draft document to present to the campus and open campus-wide discussion. Using 
the timeline presented in the PowerPoint, the Joint Task Force is currently in what is shown as the third 
column. The committees have been formed and their work is underway. The Joint Task Force is inventorying 
its status and working towards short, medium, and long-term actions. March 15 is the target date for the 
completion of the current phase. At that time, something should be presented to the campus for discussion. 
Professor Cohen met with strategic planning consultants recently and came across a slide from the New 
Directions Collaborative that relates well to the process at UMass. A main goal of the current strategic 
planning process is to create a space from which innovative responses can emerge. The Joint Task Force 
began by asking strategic questions. It has created opportunities to weave between networks, connect diverse 
perspectives, connect ourselves, self-organize, learn from elsewhere, learn from models within the system and 
outside, and see the system as a whole. Professor Cohen is considering this forum part of the open space in 
this process. It is hoped that many innovative ideas will come to the forefront. Thinking of scale, as shown in 
another slide from the New Directions Collaborative, a goal of the Joint Task Force is to hit the 30,000 feet 
and 10,000 feet view. The 30,000 feet view would look at the whole system and policy, as well as connections. 
The 10,000 feet view would entail connecting those strategies, organizations, and resources to coordinate 
projects and work on leverage points. We are hoping to be able to do that this year so the on-the-ground 
work can proceed.  
 
Senator Curt Conner stated that he has been through about four strategic planning processes since he has 
been at UMass. Not a single one of them has ever been fully implemented. Along the way of each one of them, 
the University got a new Chancellor or Provost and started from scratch. He wondered if the current 
planners had thought of looking at the old reports and plans to see if it would be better to start with them 
instead of starting over every time.  
 
Senator Shabazz noted that the planners want to build a robust planning library. What exists online is a work 
in progress and past plans will be considered and added to that library.  
 
Associate Provost Harvey stated that the planning must and is taking previous plans into account. There are 
many factors that have to line up to allow a strategic planning process to be successful. The plans don’t all 
fail, but they are not all that commonly successful. Having looked at many plans, Associate Provost Harvey 
believes that UMass has many of the factors in line at this point. All that we can do is try. It is interesting to 
look at old plans, but the essential aspect of strategic planning is analyzing the moment and situation that the 
University is in. Much of the effort described so far is about understanding the current moment. Maybe 
somebody in the next strategic planning process will say, “What a great job those guys did back in 2012.” 
 
Professor Cohen added that the Joint Task Force is following up on the work of the Ad Hoc Committee on 
Strategic Oversight, which evaluated the Framework for Excellence and collected much data and information 
that is being taken into account.  
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Strategic Planning

Vision and Context

 “Creating impact for the public good through 
innovation”

• Recurring theme for all public research universities

• What does that mean today?

 “We, like society at large, face economic, 
demographic, and technological imperatives that 
demand innovative solutions.”

• “Our basic organizing model — the convergence of 
immersive, residential education in a rich research 
environment —may not be sustainable.” 



Vision and Context

 Two challenges for successful adaptation

• “Become more effective at rallying public support … and 
the impact that it makes.”

• “Primarily the task of demonstrating value to those who hold a 
stake in our success.”

• Adapt to “a new and much more challenging resource 
environment.”

• Reductions in tax support have resulted in significant increases in 
tuition and fees, yet pressure to control students costs grows

• New educational “business” models “are calling into question the 
value of our more expensive residential immersive model.”

Vision and Context

 The dilemma of growth

• Many campuses have turned to non‐resident enrollment 
growth as a replacement source of revenue

• Requires “considerable capital outlay in expanding capacity 
(classrooms, residence halls, recreational facilities).”

• “Resulting debt service adds to operating expenses, requiring 
further fee increases.”

• “As both federal and state funding of research stagnates or 
(worse yet) declines, the cost of research, doctoral education and 
outreach also add to the student burden.”



Vision and Context

 “The business model is frayed.”

• “Our way forward is clear, if not easy.”

• “Renew our vision of creating impact for the public good 
through innovation by both demonstrating value and 
developing a sustainable cost structure.”

• Innovations in pedagogy and effective use of technology

• Efforts to focus resources and control costs

• Recognize an “essential interdependence: …the more successful 
we are at demonstrating value, the more likely it is that we will 
attract investment.”

Vision and Context

 Leadership at the Core of Vision

• “We want to be, and be recognized as, an institution that 
is providing exceptional value and helping to define what 
value means today and tomorrow.”

• “AAU” once defined leadership, but that has begun to blur.

• Many “member‐equivalent non‐members” — including UMA

• “AAU” does not address undergraduate success and broader 
societal impact, “essential to the business model.”

• “The dramatic post‐War expansion in federal research support 
reached an effective plateau some time ago.” Research success 
will require “careful targeting of specific research opportunities 
vs. large‐volume strength across the board.”



Vision and Context

 “The leaders of today will surely look different 
tomorrow.”

• “Any forward‐looking institution must think beyond 
today’s criteria for excellence.”

• Tomorrow’s leading public universities will be “flexible, 
adaptive and creative.”

• UMass Amherst is well‐positioned to adapt, and “may find 
opportunities that were elusive under the old terms of 
competition.”

Vision and Context

 Integration: The New Imperative

• “The recognition that we can achieve more when 
purposes are aligned and resources are coordinated.”

• Familiar in the research enterprise.

• Integration affects performance across the board.

• The planning process can be effective in promoting 
integration.

• Clear sense of what the community is trying to accomplish.

• Bring focus to common problems and solutions.

• Understand where and how resources  are deployed.



Strategic Planning Process

 Process won’t be “completed” in a year

• But we will have a plan that reflects our priorities and 
launches ongoing action

 We start with some key questions 

• To assess where we are

• To suggest where we need to go

Overarching Issues

Diversity, Inclusion and Access
• Every substantive discussion must address both our institutional 

values and society’s expectations in these areas. 
• Diversity strategies will be considered in the work of all the groups 

and reflected where appropriate throughout the plan. 

Resource Efficiency and Effectiveness
• Given the centrality of effective resource utilization, every group 

will do its work in that context. 
• Larger institutional resource strategies are important, but that 

perspective must also pervade discussion of specific topics. 



Student Learning Experience 
and Student Success

Providing a successful path to completion
 Access to programs and courses as needed
 Advising and other services to position students well for 

employment or additional study

Student Learning Experience 
and Student Success

Value in the Curriculum
How can we become a more responsive, interesting, distinctive institution?

 Curricular innovation: new approaches to the undergraduate 
immersive residential model

 Rich choice of opportunities: study abroad, community service; 
“value for the money” (“4+1” graduate programs, certificates 
(especially with career relevance), etc.; flexibility (e.g., blended 
F2F/online)?

 Undergraduate research: more common, more effective
 Career development: mapping curricula to student and employer 

expectations



Research Foci and Funding

Federal Funding
• Aligning with agency priorities 
• Building interdisciplinary and large multi-investigator groups
• Coordinating research and doctoral education priorities

Business and Industry
• Partnership models (e.g., UMass Innovation Institute)
• Emerging industry needs

Society at Large
• Social and cultural capital
• Underlying value of scholarly and creative work

Benefit to the Commonwealth
and Beyond

External Accountability
• Demonstrate leadership in accountability
• Establish ourselves as leaders in authentic student outcomes 

assessment and use of evidence to improve programs

State and Federal Perspectives
• Demonstrate the value of faculty time spent on research
• Align undergraduate and graduate offerings, where appropriate, 

with workforce needs
• Play a meaningful role in the larger debate over research value 

and impact



Balanced and Sustainable
Resource Strategy

Expanding Revenues
• What have we learned from recent revenue enhancement strategies? 
• Developing a plausible revenue strategy going forward

Focusing Resources
• What have we learned from recent revenue enhancement strategies? 
• Developing a plausible revenue strategy going forward

Controlling Costs
• Strategic cost containment: technology, best practices, partnerships

Institutional Infrastructure
• Integrate programmatic and facilities priorities
• Organize technology to support institutional goals

Strategic Planning Process

Charge:
• Make recommendations to the Chancellor regarding a high‐level Strategic Plan 

which will serve as the institution’s mandated response to NEASC, due August 
15, 2013.

• Build on the Framework for Excellence, but also move beyond it in order to 
create one of the leading public universities of the next generation.

• Monitor the subsequent development of administrative and academic unit 
plans

Joint Task Force on Strategic Oversight

Campus Leadership Council/Faculty Senate Rules Committee



Joint Task Force on Strategic Oversight: Membership

 Chancellor or designee
 Provost or designee
 VC Research and Engagement 
 VC Student Affairs
 VC University Relations
 V Provost Undergraduate and 

Continuing Education
 V Provost Graduate Education
 Assoc Provost Academic and 

Resource Planning
 Asst Provost Assessment and 

Educational Effectiveness

 Assoc VC Student Development
 Assoc VC Finance and Budget 

Director
 2 Members Deans Council
 Secretary Faculty Senate
 Faculty Rep to Board of Trustees
 President MSP
 Chair of Rules Comm
 10 Faculty and/or Librarians at 

large
 Rep from Labor Coalition
 Student Trustee
 President Student Gov Assoc

JTFSO Membership
Chancellor’s designee: John Dubach
Provost’s designee: Elizabeth Dumont
VC Research and Engagement: Michael Malone 
VC Administration and Finance: James Sheehan
VC Student Affairs and Campus Life: Jean Kim
VC University Relations: John Kennedy
Vice Provost for Undergraduate and Continuing Education: Carol Barr 
Vice Provost for Graduate Education: John McCarthy 
Associate Provost for Academic and Resource Planning: Bryan Harvey
Assistant Provost for Assessment and Educational Effectiveness: Martha Stassen
Associate VC for Student Development: Annemarie Seifert
Associate VC for Finance and Budget Director: Andrew Mangels
Two Members of the Deans Council: Robert Feldman, Steve Goodwin
Secretary of the Faculty Senate: Ernest May
Faculty Representative to Board of Trustees: W. Richards Adrion
President of MSP: Jenny Spencer
Chair of Rules Committee: Joseph Bartolomeo
Ten Faculty Members and/or Librarians at large: Marilyn Billings, Richard Bogartz, Sergio Breña, Nancy Cohen,

Diane Flaherty, Mzamo Mangaliso, Jennifer Randall, Amilcar Shabazz, Anurag Sharma, Donna Zucker
Rep of the Labor Coalition: Donna Johnson
Student Trustee: Jennifer Healy 
President of Student Government Association: Akshay Kapoor 



Strategic Planning Process

Student 
Learning 

Experience 
and Student 

Success

Research Foci 
and Funding

Benefit to the 
Commonwealth 

and Beyond

Balanced and 
Sustainable 
Resource 
Strategy

Joint Task Force on Strategic Oversight

Campus Leadership Council/Faculty Senate Rules Committee

Cochairs: B. Harvey, A. Shabazz, N. Cohen

Carol  Barr & 
Diane Flaherty

Martha Stassen  & 
Bob Nakosteen

Mike Malone & 
Jim Kurose

Andy Mangels & 
Anurag Sharma

Strategic Planning: Progress to Date

 5 Meetings Fall 2012 (6th on Dec 14)

 Reviewed Charge

 Populated 4 Committees

• Broad Constituency

• Use of University Committees and Faculty Senate Councils as Working 
Groups and/or Consultants (partial list):

• Undergraduate Education Council

• Enrollment Management Team

• Research Council

• Joint Task Force on Accountability

• Program and Budget Council

• Chancellor’s Diversity Advisory Committee



Strategic Planning: Progress to Date

 Developed/edited guide to the planning process: Impact, 
Innovation, and Integration

• Strategic Questions

• Committee Structure and Tasks

• General Format for Synthesis

 Formulate Diversity, Inclusion, Access Overarching 
Questions

 Presentation of Data

• UMass Budget

• US News Rankings

• Graduate Program Review

www.umass.edu/provost/strategic‐planning





Strategic Planning: Progress to Date

 Next Steps

• Regular Meetings of Committee Chairs (1 in Fall 2012)

• Presentations of Additional Data

• Committee Work

• Development of Draft

• Campus Discussion

Strategic Planning Process

March 15
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